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ABSTRACT
Research, from 1955 to 196,0 was reviewe4 regarding

class size, general methods of teaching, problem--oriented approaches
to teaching, and directed learning. The examinat3pon of effectiveness
of.teaching'suggests: (1) that the critical factor is not class size
as such, (it the nature of the teaching _as it effects learning; 12)
that there is little likelihood of discovering a general'. method that
is clearly more effective than' others; (3) that .problem-oriented
approaches to learning are effeoive, or that inVuiry-by students and'
teachers is a piomising academic way of life'that should be studied
'for its' pedagogical and curricular implications; and (4) that
directed learning, which is the essence of the teacher'O'role in
inquiry, is effective teaching. (Author /LBH)
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Highlights"

Gf

1. Inasmuch as t e dearth of good
teachers is beco ing more acute with

. ' rising enrollme .ts, it is prudent to
examine ways and means of making

rod teaching go fUrther.

2. The new research on effectiveness
of teaching suggests:
a. That .the critical factor is not class

size as, such, that it is rather the
nature of the teaching as it-affects
learning.

b. That there is little likelihood of
discovering some one . general

. method tliat is clearly more effec-
tive than others.

. ,

c. That prOblem-oriented approaches
learning are effective; that in-

quiry by students and teachers is
a promising academic :.s y of life
that should be examin d. for its
pedagogical and curricular
tions.

d. That .directing learning, which is
the essence pf the teacher's role
in inquiry, is effective teaching.
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FOREWORD

5

This is the second study to appear inthe series "New Dimene'ions
in Higher Education." It deals with recent research on teaching
effectiveness and 4hus bea,rs upon the critical problem of faculty
utilization. It has Been prepared by the staff of the Clearinohous'e
of Studies on Higher Educatioja.

The data reported in this paper come from two of the categoriei
employed in the Clearinghodse of studies on Higher Education:
"TeaChing" and "Curriculum." The research reviewed is that
done since 1955 on class size, "general" methOds of teaching,
"problem-oriented" approaches to teaching, and "directed"
learning. Hypotheses are advanced.on,the four areas of research
identified -above, and data, bearing upon these hypotheses are
quoted subject by subject and study by study.

Colleges and universities are interested'in making their leaching
, as effective as possible. This review attempts to alert institutions
to studies, most of which have yet to be published and hence do
not appear in any bibliography except that represented by

'.REPORTER. We hope this review will be helpful,to institutions
doing or contemplating research on teaching.

N.'

I

Homer D. Babbidge,
Assistint Commissiculer
for Higher' Education .

/ Harold A. Haswell
Director, Higher EdUcatiOn
Programs Branch

O
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F. INtRODUC TIPS

0

ALWAYS IMPORTANT, teaching effectiveness is today a national
concern. In the second report of the President's Committee on
Education Beyond the High School the top prioiity is given to
the mounting shortage of excellent teachers."' Since the most

strenuous efforts in the recruitment and training' of college
teachers can ,hardly meet the 'requirements of higher education
in the foreieeable future, the most practicable way to provide
enough good teachers is to make good teaching go farther: The
President's Committee recommends that "educational organiza-
tions ... keep. individual colleges fully informed about such
experiments and new developments " as look in this direction.
The Clearinghouse oj Studies on Higher Educati9n cannot he sure
that the research reported to it is representative of the work
crone; never'heless it is sharing the information it has on teach-
ing effectiveness. Irrespective of the degree of completeness of
the sample, it has been drawn objectively fox it includes ail of the
newer studies even though'some are not "experimental" in nature.
While 'one 1954 and one 1955 study are reported, the rest (3L
studies) are of research.done during the last three years (1956-
1958). Not included is the research on television because this -

has been reviewed carefully in "Teaching by TeIeviiiion," a report
from the Ford Foundation and the- Fund for the Advancement of
Education, May 1957.

The aim of the present reporting is:
1. To state the hypothesis suggested by the data in etch o

the four categories into which$his researchfalIS, (a) class
size, (b) "general teaching" methods, (c) "problem-
oriented" approaches to teaching and (d) "directed" vs.
"undirecttd" teaching;

Z. To summarize the research done and to suggest some of
the implitations seen;

3. To revdew the several studies, describing, in each in-
stances

1/4

(a) the conditions under which the study was done --this
very briefly--and -

(b) the findings In representative quotations;

1Second Report to the President, The President's Committee on Education Beyond the High
School. Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, Ju1y4957, p. 5.

11A4., chap. 1, "The Need for Teachers," P. 18.

8 ti
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2 EFFECTIVENESS IN TEACHING g

4. To note at the end of ach category the implications in the
, Several experiments raitidependent study.3 In this con-

nection it should be ,r called that the Preiident'sCom-,
mittee on Education yond the High School recommended
,cthat there be vigo ous and' objective exploration and
application by faculties and administrators of methods

, of increasing the effectiveness and productiveness of the
teacher, including instructional procedures which placeon the student rriofe responsibility for self educa-

-Ition . 4

' The research is presented in this manner so that the reader
can quickly see the historical and other contexts of the work and
the direction it \has taken. By taking exception to the hypotheses
as stated qr the\data as presented and selected for quotation, the
readier -can advance this research, and the understanding of it.It is also hoped that this tpchnique of piesentation will cause thereader to supply data ° (i.e. studiel) not as yet reported to the
Clearinghouse eV so help to develoP better working hypothedes.
If ,the 'reader *wits more.information about any study described
he should write the author, whqse campus or other present ad.:
dress is kiven,.or consult the Clearinghouse.

For definition of independent study, see The Independeitt Study Pro gram in the United States,
by Robert if. Bantigus et al, New York: Columbia University egress, 1957, p. 9.

4 Op. cit., p. 18. 4,,

.
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Il. CLASS SIZE

Hypothesis A: That class size is not the critical variable in
teaching effectiveness in higher education; but rather the quality
of the teaching (and learning,

The evidence in 'Support of hypothesis A, as Macruder and
'others observe, has been piling up for four decades or longer.
The criticism leveled at earlier studies, that they only measured
the content of learning, has lost much of its' force because
reasonably valid tests of intOlcctual skills, of motivation and
attitudes have been devised and. used in the newer research. The
hypothesis stated above seems .to be an accurate tepresentation
of the facts, for all the 12 Papers in this section point in this

'direction as do most of the earlier studies. It is also properly
'qualified; this is not dike case with most statements on this subject.
Since , sotztething oilier than size, namely the quality of the reach-
lag (and learning), is the critical factor at least in higher.educa-
tion, it woui.d seem that this is where we should look to discover
how greater teaching effectiveness may be achieved,

In the studies examined, and described ppages 3-1,12 deal
with class size. The research (including in each instance the
conditions under .which it was done and its findings) used as the
basks for the hypothesis developed above, is as follows:

1. "Experimental Study in Instructional Proce-
dures," F. G. Macomber and Lawlence Siegel,
Miami University, 1957 (also "Progress Report,
Experimental Study in Instructional Procedures,"
1956).

Courses in 'introductory business and government (81 stu-
dents), chemistry (134 and 92), claiisics (49), composition and t.

litetature (138 and 99), economics (90 and 157), French (31),
gedgraphy (Z96 and 207), governtrient (39), mathematiCq (77 and
42), physics (.73 and 93), psychology (88 and 56), sociology (58),
social studies (50 and .30), teaching principles (45), and zoology
(135 and 102). Classes were met in' large sections (296-31) and
in small vectiOns (averaging 25-30 but dropping as low as 16).

Findings

"Acquisition of subject matter knowledge is not adversely
affected by assignment to a large. class-rather than to a small
control section. This has been a consistent 1** ding for all three
semesters of investigation to clUte." .

"When ... achievement, defined as the ability to solve prob-
lems and think critically in the subject-area ... was investigated

0
3
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iir selected courses it'was found that large class instruc-
tion compared favorably with control instruction."

"In terms of the development of desired attitudes [or over-
corning of stereotypes] wit4in,the field of study [evaluated only
in three courses] ... large clasVitstruction was found to be
somewhat inferior in this regard in two of the three courses.

"Student motivation and interest in the specific subject
matter is not significantly diminished in large classes for one
semester."

"Most students .,enrolled in ... large classes would prefer to
be in a conventional [smallerr'class ... The instructor is a major

4- determinant."
"The progressive disenc,hantment [found in] TV instruc-

tion ... was not characteristics of students in large classes (that
did not emplox television),"

, "Attitudes about ... large class instruction are independent
of student's leyel of academic ability." z

"The ... students' attitudes toward e method of instruction
did not influence achievemenbin any of e courses."

"The students' attitudes toward large classes appeato be
influenced [not by size] but by, the content of the course and the
ability of individual instructors- to handle larger groups of
students." .

"Preparation time for large clas ses is not disproportionately
lengthy as it is for TV classes, and ... the physical barrier
between student and'teacher is not as severe.

"Teaching a large class other thanthroughtelevision is
more demanding than teaching a small class .... The amount
of time necessary to devblop cases and roblems ... is much
greater than the time required to handle tle course by lecture.

1. "Class-Size and Teaching Efficiency;" Joseph.
C. McKenna, Fordham University, 1957.

Courses in introductory social science (economics; politics,
and -Sociology): Classes were met in larger (60 students) and in
smaller (30) sections.

Findings . .
. 1 '..

, .
"Given good teaching, a large class with good quality equaled

the achievement of a stnaller class with the same quality [in]
cummand of subject matter, social alkareness and in principled
synthesis of social outlook."

liThe opportunities provided for instruction and questions
seemed as satisfactory to the members of the la;ge classep as
of the small." . ..

c
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3. "Large and Small Sections in College Classe's,"
J. H. Rohr,er, Tulane UniVersity, Journal of
Higher Education, Vol. 28, 1957, pp. 275-79.

Introductory course in American government: Classes were
met in lasge (3,2 and 309 students) and small (31 and 23) sections.
The same coverage, assignments, textbook, tylla.bus, and examina-
tions were involved in both types of clasSes.

Findings

"The amount of achievement, as measured by standardized
tests [and] the attitudes of students toward American Government,_
varied as a function of the course instructor and did not vary as
a function of size of class. This suggests .that the differential
skills and abilities of the instructors to present' materials to
large and to small classes is the critical variable."

4. "Experiments in Teaching Effectiveness,"
Vernon Davies, Edward Gross, and James F.
Short, Jr.,, Washington State University, 1958.

Course in introductory sociology: Classes were met in large,
(71 students), in medium (35), and in small sections (18).

Findings

"Size of class was not found to be related to student achieve-
ment."

5., "General Report on the Program for the More
Effective Utilization of Teaching Resources,"
University of New Mexico, Septemt$er 1, 1957.

Courses in accounting (192 vs. 30 students and 62 vs. 28),
English (47 vs. 11-26), Ame.riqan goslernment (60 vs. 28 vs. 14),
algebra (56 vs. 6 small sections of 19 to 29): Classes utilizing
lecture or discussion or combination of both. were met in large
and in small sections, the sizes varying with the subject and
level of advancement.

Findings .

"Where class secti4§ were determined to have been com-
parat?It ... results ... suggest that the instructor is a more
important variable than class size Eel-se. For example,.... where
the -same instructor taught sections of three sizes, the per-
formances of the sections nearly coincided ...; where the same
instructor taught a. large and small section, there were no- sig7.4t
nificant .differences in performance, although the mean score of

4-
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the large section was in each case slightly lower. Further, where
multiple%small sections were 'taught by different instructors
significantly different performances resulted."

"The difference in size and seetibnilig of [the] accounting
... [class] did not in itself lead to a demonstrable difference in out-

come [as measured by a final examination]."
"The .generally insignificant differences allow. us -to regard

two sections [of accounting, one large and on small] as
' equivalent in the outcomes measured. The higher proportion of

Bs in the small section, While statistically significant, is mitigated
somewhat by the consistently neutral findings for the other letter
grades and the numerical scores."

"... the performance of the large seRtion was slightly below
the central tendeneybf [five smaller ] sections taken a s at group.-
The extent-to which this is attributable to the difference in size
or to grading and other Possible,differences among the instruc-
tors, cannot be ascertained." (English.),

"Class size wa's-fiot differentially related to performance in
the course, the utilization of class time, nor attitudinal changes."
(American government.)

"The large experimental section was, from the standpoint
of ... [a college algebra course], neither superior nor 'inferior
in performance."

.0

Y6. "A ,Lecture -Study Mathematics 'Program,'
James C. EaV,fres, University of Kentucky, 1958..

Courses in mathematics: Classes were met in large lecturei
.(180) and in smaller lectures (25). (Provision viad also made for
supef vised study in connection with the large lectures.)

Findings

"It was possible tb,assign the most competent-faculty [to the
large classes]."

,"Impressionistic reports are favorable both as to the quality
of the instruction and as to the effectiseness of student-faculty
contacts. Students a,nd their parents ... were enthusiakic. "

.7. "Preliminary Report on/(Mathematics) M 11:71-2
Study, 1956-57, On -U,se of Student Assistants,"
Ruth Churchill and-Paula- Johh, Antioch College.'

Course in the.fundamentals of mathematics (a generaleduca-,
tion course):' Classes, were met in large4ectures (70) and in
smaller discussion sections(20-30). (Students in the large lec- .
turei met in small, 35-student laboratories supervised.by upper-
classmen. Studento in the small discussion sections met in 20 to
30-student laboratories conducted by the instructor.)

. I. 3,
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Findings.
. .

"The skills and content [learned] did not differ 'signifi-
cantly [in] the two types of classes."

8. "A Stilly of Student Achievement as Affected by
Teaching Method and Class Size," Roland H.
Trathen, Rensselaer Polytechnip Institute,..1957.4

Course instatics and strength of materials:"Classes were
. met in large lecture and problem or experimental sections (85)

aid in small lecture discussion sections (16-20).

Findings
"The students in the experimental sections received'beiter

grades on the final examination."
"The student has not suffered because of his assignment to

a large experimental group. It also appears that a case can be
made for exposing students, in large groups, to the most capable,
sensitive and stimulating teaching thgt a school can afford."

,
9. "Toward More Effective Teaching it Rens-

selaer, "No. 4, December 1958.

'Courses in chemical engineering (64 and 65 students), engi-
neering, mathematics (65), metallurgical engineering (larger than
usual 20-man section),psychology (50 vs. 25): Classes were met
in large and in srAS.11 groups (actual size depending on Specific
subje*ts).

Findings
Seniors consistently perform aswell in large single sections

as ... in traditional small sections .... When juniors are taught
by a combination of large lectures and srnall discussion groups;
their achievement is comparable to that attained under the small,
section system:" (Chemical'engineering..) .

"Course grade's indicated that the level of achievement of
the large sections was at least as high as that attained by the
small sections [Other factors] contributed to the success of
the large sections More questions were asked after large
class sessions than small sections." (Engineering mathe-
.matics.) ' .

"Student achiev ement in the larger classes appeared to be
equal or superior t? tttat of comparable students in smaller
classes of preVious years." (Metallurgical engineering,)

."Preliminary comparison of student performance in this
[large] 4 ection with that in smaller sections ... failed to reveal
any significant discrepancies .... This increase in class size was
accompanied by some improvement in the quality and pertinence,
of classroom discussion. without adverse effect on the amount of

- discussion." (Psyoliology.)

4
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10. "Teaching BY, the Discussion Method," Samuel
L;Becker, James N. Murray, Jr., and Harold P.
Bechtoldt,,State University of Iowa, 1958.

. .

Course inAmerican government: Classes were met in large
(7-'80)'5.nd in small sections (18 -25)..

Findings

"It appeared as feasible to conduct a class by the discussion
method with 75-80 students ... as with 18-25 students."

1. "Experimentation With Implications for In-
-struction," a summary, Tom A. Lamke, Iowa

-gt State Teachers College, 1958.

s Es in business education, education, humanities, maple
matics, piano and speech: Except for oneNourse providing_ indi-
vidual instigrtion classes, which usually met in several small
sections, net in a single section twice to several times as large.

Findings

"Incomplete; some evidence that instructional efficiency can
be improved through scheduling multisection classes to meet
together once a week and in separate sections remainder of week."
(Business education.) *.

"Using two instructors,] each teaching in his specialty, 116
students_ taught in one section instead of the usual 48. Instructional
outcomes seemed satisfactory.'', (Education.)

"Incomplete, but some 'evidence suggests class size may be
increased to 48 instead 4f the usual r8-20, with improved
learfning." (Speech.)

"Evidence iedicates that students fears as much in-classes
.''of 80-100 as they previ usly did in classes of 35 or less."

.(Mathematics.)
"Use bf group instruct on [and student assistants] inteaching

beginning" piano seems effe Live."
"'Instructional outcom s in a class of 70 seemed no better.

than those in the usual t ass of 4Q-50. If we ... haVe not made
4 a good case for the smal class, we certainly have not made one
.s-for the large class either. ' (Humanities.)

"Students in a class o 48 did not do quite as well as students
in a iitandard sized class f_28." (Education.) ,

12. "The 'Dialog' " Winslow R.. Hatch, Washington
;State Univers ty. Improving College and Uni-
versity Teach n , Summer 1958, pp. 73-8Z.

Discussion-type nne ting, called a conference, in a science
course.' Classes met inks all (16-20) and medium (35-40) sections.

15
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Findings

Students think their way through to their o answers.
"The questions ised and the statements made in answer1

to them are usually short, so that the discussjon is smartly
paced." '

"There are often ten to fifteen auditorl at a dialog."

Implications for Independent Study

The size of classes is an entirely irrelevant matter so far as
independent study is concerned. A small class does; not advance
independent study, or even learning, because it is small or a,large
class inhibit such study because it is large. Both could. The
critical, element for independent study in particular and learning
in general is`what goes on in the class. Are the individualltudents
thinking or are they being caused to think? The implication in
,Hypothesis A for independent study in higher education is that
the teaching rand learning) is the critical factor--a kind of teach-
ing that can make large class meetings (usually lectures) accept=
able, if not ideal, instruments for stimulating independent study.

Some experimentation has already been done ih a few honors
or independent study programs with large class meetings. More
will probably- be done out of necessity or conviction. The im-
plications for discussion or group conferences are also clear
for there is no evidence in the research reported that somewhat
larger sections than those characteristically employed today
cannot be made effective instruments of independent study. This
follows because, as is observed in "Teaching by the Discussion
Method," "It is a. well-known fact that no single student is able
to participate Very often in a classroom discussion. In other
words, much of the discussion experience isactually vicarious."
At Washington State Uni'versity large sections (40-60) were sur-
prisingly successful in aniindependent study :experiment.

0
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. pl,. GENERAL OR PEDAGOGICAL METHODS

/Hypothesis B: That as regards the "general methods"' of teach-
,.,

ins, no one method can be demonstrated to produci more or better
learning than another. . ,

If the reseatch reported beloW is representative of our
present state of inowledge we should abandon the hope--and theresearch nourished by thi4 hopethat- a miracle can be worked
by discovering and employing .some \one, "general method" of

" instruction. We would be better advised to direct our energies
in more profitable directiois.

,,--4 Stated ksomewhat more concretely, the consensus of stogies
made since 1920 is that no one mechanical teaching device, inand of itself, is better than another. Teaching by the lecture
recitation, discussion, .1*torid,i, reading-study, reading- z,

. correspondence or several di-ge:it laboratory methods (the, regular, the drawing, or the physiological type) has notbeen
demonstrated to, be intrinsic-ally better than some othervtech-
niqne. The object of research on effectiveness of teaching' Should

........... be shifted from the "tactics" of teaching to the "logistics?' of
learning, to method's which, in contradistinction to the pedagogical,

4 may be described as the rite hods of scholarship, of inquiry,
of problem - solving or of critical thinking."

.,In the studies examined and described on page , 8 deal with
'tgeneral" methods of teacting.t. The research (includirfg in each
instance, the conditions under which it was done and its findings)
used as the basis for the' hypothesis developed above, is as fol-
lows: .

1. "Effects of Varying Degrees of Student Inter=
action and Student Teacher Contact in College
Courses," T. S. Parsons, W. A. Ketcham, and
L.11. Beach, Instructional Efficiency Reseaich ,...
Program,_ Project II, University of Michigan,.
1958, pp. 1-56.

The, experimental treatrrients cisisted of:
.

(a). Conventional classroom: (lecture)
(b) Conventional classroom: (imall group discussion) ,...

-
1 An Exper4nental Comparison of Recitation. biscussion. and Tutorial Methods in College

Teaching." Harold Guetzkow. Carnegie Institute of Technology, E. Lowell Kelly and W. J.
McKeachie, University of Michigan. The Journal of Educational Psychology.: Vol. 45, April 1954
pp. 193-207.

10
4.
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GENERAL OR PEDAGOGICAL METHODS

(c) Autonomous instructorless small groups meeting at
student's disCretion

(d) Instructor less students engaged in independent stuily,
with no student contacts, and no assignments.

This study involved 98 students in a course in.psychology of
child development, and 61 students in a sociology course, marriage.

Findings
, ;

"The no interaction,' no teacher contact' independent stu-
dents ranked highest, the 'high interaction,' no teg,cher contact'
autonomous groups were in the middle, and the 'tedium inter-
action,' 'high teacher ,contact,' disclission classroom averaged
lowest" in on-cvnpus, weekday meetings. "The lectiire class-
room and autonomous groups . .. averaged nearly the same on
achievement while the independent students ... scored below
them 'significantly,' [in Saturday or off-campus meetings]."

'Four months after [the course] . .. no statistically signifi-
cant differences in achievement .t. . remained among any weekday
experimental groups."

"If the Saturday section . . , total differences in measured
achievement became even greater . .. between the high scoring
lecture classroom .. and the low scoring independent student."

"When students' characterfs es, such' avresidential status'
and 'professional experience' re examined, t was discovered
that these were more important determiners of these outcome
variables than the methods alone."

"Situational. and demographic characteristics of students
are-robably more important factors in determining , .. learning
thp.n,are even largetvariations in the instructional method."

2. "The Relationship of Teaching Effectiveness to
Class Size and Method Of Instruction," Vernon
Davies, Edward Gross, and J. F. Short, Jr.,
Washington' State University 1957.

Size was kept constant and- three methods,ithe lecture, the
use of visual aides, and closecicircuit-TV were compared.

1

Findings

"Teaching technique was not found to i>e related to student
achievement."

3, "Teaching by the Discussion Method," Samuel L.
Becker, James N.',Murray, Jr., and Harold P.
Bechtoldt, State University of Ioiva, -1958.

Experimentation was donecwith television discus sibn (
and television observation (27-24), small group discussion (18-29),

8



12 EFFECTIVENESS IN TEACHING

, '
large ,gtoup discussion (75), and the lecture method (112-132), in
a basic course in American government. . ,

p

Findings

As measured by the mid-term and final examinations
. it made no difference which method was used."

"Students of high and low ability were-hot differentially af-
fected,by the method of instruction."'

As regards "attitudes toward the concepts of 'liberal
democracy' ... there was no significant difference between
methods of instruction.**

The only advantage of discussion over lecture appeared
to be that students tended to prefer the discussion method. The
instructors, on the other hand, preferred relatively more lectur-
ing."

"If the method of instruction made the slightest difference,
this difference was dwarfed by the general academic ability
factor."

so

"A Comparison of Instruction by Kinescope,
Correspondence Study and Qustomary Class-
room Procedures," Thoxnas S. Parsons, Uni-
versity of Michigan, The Journal of Educational

Psychology, Vol. '48, No. 1, January 1957,

pp. 27-40.

Findings

nescope or T.V. techniques are at least as effective as--
and in pendent correspondence study Is' proba&ly more effective
thanconventional class discussion methods for proMoting durable
factual achievement, alone, in abstract or highly verbal academic
subjects."

No -significant difference appeared .'.'. in achievement,
cohesigeness, and ratings of the course's personal value."

5. "A Study of Student Achieveihent as Affected by
Teaching Method and Class Size," Roland H.
Trathen, Rensselaer Polytechnic,Ins4itute, 1957.'

Two methods were used. Either two large lectures (85-98)

and,j problem sessions replaced 4 meetings of small sections
(17-23 or less), or the original number of lectures (70 students)

4, and discussions (16-students) vas held, but one instructor re-
placed several, the students were asked to assume more respop-
sibility, and questions and problems were introduced.

19
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"Students in the experimental section [large lecture and
problem sessions] received .a better score" on the final examina-
tion.... It further showed that- the very

.capable student .. . does
well irrespeCtive of the methqd of 'instruction. The average
student, however, shows" a better performance in the eicperimental
section.? Furthermore, "the capable student does well irrespec-
tive-of the individual instructor to whom he is assigned. The
average student's performance, however, depends in large measure
on the instructor.:'

fo: "Large and Small Sections 1,n College Classes,"
John H. Rohrer, Tqlane University, Journal of
Higher Education, Vbl. 28, 19571 pp. 275-79. .

Findings
. ."No statistically Significant differences w e 1. e observe&

between the small class between 23 and 31 .. . taught by the
. lecture or discussion methods, but differences were revealed in

) the achievement of students where taught by different instrnctors."
7 , ,. 1

7. "A Comparison of Two Techniques ofLaboratory
Instruction (Chemistry)," Bureau of Industrial
Testing and Institutional Research, The Uni-
versity of Omaha, fall 1956-57.

Comparison was made .of'the value of the conventional labo-
ratory training in the introductory, chemistry course with a
lecture demonstration method of laboratory training.

Findings

"The laboratory-demonstration method is not significantly
different from the individual laboratory method of teaching first
semester college chemistry."

8. "An Experimental Study of Laboratory Teaching
Methods in General Zoology," Hubert Frtiigs, and
Joseph K. Hichar, Pennsylvania State University.
Science Education, Vol. 42, April 1958, pp. 255-62.

Three laboratory t 'aching methods were compared:
(a) The regular - -u ing a manual in which the identification

and knowledge of structurea,-and their functions, is
described and t lustrated by labeled diagrams;

.20



14 EFFECTIVENESS IN TEACHING

(b) The drawing--unlabeled drawings ,used;
(c) The physiological type- -living 'Specimens used, with

experiments, experiment sheets, questions. '

Findings

, . none of the three laboratory teaching methods tested . . .'is better than the other(s)."

Implications for Independent Study

The implication in this research for independent study is that
general or pedagogical methods, in and of themselves, neither
advance nor hinder independent study. Here; as with class size,
it depends upon what is done with the methods. If some tradi-
tional method is Usedadd it may, have to be--in order to be
successful it will 1.ve to involve students in their *own inquiries
The vehicle may have to be a large lectbre class but it will al
Have to contrive to send individual students on intellectual
Theie errands may take the students off in as many directions
as there' are 'students. What is better, the students may be aske
to ,addresis themselves to and resolve the same problem b
always .one 'big enough to instruct them in a substantial body o
fact and ideas. To state the matter somewhat differently, so that
there can be no misunderstanding of a wetter about whish-aere. is
much Misuriderstanding--the adoption ofindependent Study- as an
academic way of 'life does not mean that the teacher has to
abandon teaching devices toWhich hi has become accustomed,and in which he may haye much expertness. It means,t rather,
that he should exaznide the uses to which the device is'put and
the degree to which he can get his students to extend his as wellas their reach.

;

O
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PRO$LE_M-ORIENTED METHODS OR METHODS OF INQUIRY,

Hypothesis C: That "problem-oriented"1 approaches to teaching
improve learning.

The research reported below supplies the first positive evi-
deitce of how teaching effectiveness can be increased by employ-
ing the of scholar ship or of student inquiry. Whether these
methods are aptly described as "prbblem-oriented," problem-
, solving," or case study, or simply involve "critical" thinking,
is not imfrortant. at least it is no more important thanfiny ore
of these phrades might be in describing the research crime_by .
faculty. The important thing is that in his learning, .and
teaching that accompanies it, the student' should inquire into,
rather than be. instructed in let subject matter. 1

When teaching and learnirig Ire-made forms of inquiry and
a commitment is made to the principle both the teacher. and the "
student apparently still need help smith the specifics: Hoirj does one
ask questions ? What is an effective *pp.ttern of irogreesion in
questioning? While these 'problems have been identified and the `-
demands of specificity have been recognized to the extent of
producing .transcripts of the 'anestioning done in lectures::lab-
oratorits, and conferences, and of assembling copies of the
examinations,1 this experimentation has--not been -evalulied in
any objective fashion. .

When, added to the findings of the 12 studies reporteaiiere,
one takes into account the literature on critical thinking* and
paiticularly the newer retsfirch.on creativity,, aitthoritiriepism`..,:
and the impact of teaching on student attitudes' and valtims,' inde,
pendent study-begins to receive impressive support--experimental

'This includes case, and inductive-deductive methods, "teachieg for the nevelopmentpf
thinking" and of creativity. . ..

2 'The 'Soot& tic Method in Modern Dress," "The Lecture," "The Labora*ry,", ',The
'Dialog'," and "The Examination," Winslow R. Hatch, ImprovingCollege and Llifiversity Teaching.
summer 1957-autumn 195% Dr. Hatch's present address is: Office of Education, Washington 25,
D.C. ,

'General Education: Explorations in Evaluation: The Final Report, by Paul L. Dressel:
Washington. D.C.: American Council on Educatibn, as& . '

'Paul Heist and T. R. McConnell, Center forthe Study of Higher Education University of
California. Berkeley 4. California. .4,0$,::* - . ,

s "Impact of a Woman's College on Its Students," by Nevin Sanford, Vassar College,3957.
"The Motivation of Women for Education: The High Achiever's." by Nevitt Sanford, Vassar

College, 1957. -.

"The Passage Through College," by Mervin Freedman. The Journal of Social Issues, VoL
XII. No, 4, 1956, pp. 13-28. *-1."- '

"Personality Development During the College Years," by Nevin Sanford. The Journal of
iocial Issues. Vol. XII, No, 4, 1956, pp. 1 -70. , . .4

15-
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16 . EFFECTIVENESS IN TEACHING

Support. Thin too, surveys made of "flexibility"' and brilliantly
intuitive "think" pieces" also suggest an' association between

, independent study and the quality of teaching and learning, or
the quality of instructors and students, hence of institutions.

Not considered here is the notable success enjoyed by some
institutions with case or conference methods and colloquia.
Finally, as has _beet( noted, problem-oriented courses, or projects
have been made an integral part of independent study or honors
programs.

the °need for "reinforcement" has. also been identifiEds as .
one of the problems in this kind of teaching. To realize their full',
potentialities; problem-oriented approaches have to be made in
course after course, .and, ideally, in an entire program of study.
The relationship between inquiry and. "creativity' hy; not been .

established in any precise way, but the first would seemingly
enha,nce the second.

In the studies examinek and' described on pages 16-23, 12
dealt with "problem-oriented" approaches to teaching.tThe re-
s rch (including, in each instance, the conditions under which it
wa< done and its findings) used as the basis for the hypothesis de-
velo d above, is as follows:

"The Problem-Oriented Approach to' Teaching
sychology," W. J. McKeachie and Wesley Hiler,

U i.fersity of Michigan. The Journal of Educa-
tional Paychology,4 Vol, 45; No. 4, rA,pril 1954,-
pp. 224-32.

Findings
-to

"A pr oblem-oriented -method" which made use of work sheets,
designed for introductory courses and testedout inan elementary
psychology course, proved "highly" effective in that the students
employing this method made 42% fewer errors than the control
group.

2. "An Experimental Cor4arison of a Conventional *-
and a Project, Centered Method of Teaching a
College General, Botany Course," Joseph D.
Novak. The Journal of Experimental Education;
Vol. XXVItoNo. 3, March 1958, pp. 217-30.

Comparison was made between the conventional teaching
method employed at a large State university and an approach that

"Flexiblliti in the Undergraduate Curriculum." by Charles C, Cole, a.. Lafayette College,
1958.-t ,T "Generation of GreatnessThe Idea of a °University in the Age of Science," the Ninth
Annual Arthur DetCon Little Memorial 'Lecture. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Edward
W. Land. Cambridge, Massachusetts. May 22, 1957.

:Teaching for the Development of Thinking Abilities ;nd Habits." 1957. Hope College;
"An Exploration in the Teaching of Critical Thinking in General Psychology." 1957. Greinville
College.4 - 23.
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PROBLEM ORIENTED METHODS 17

centered on more rapid presentation of material, and a 6 -week
period devoted to project work.'

.
Findings

"The project- centered method was found to be at least as
Affective as the conventiolfoal method in teaching botanical facts
and principles, though the rate of presentation was more rapid:"

1

3. "Lectures Versus Probleln Solving in Teaching
Elementary Soil Science," "Murray D. Davison,
Oregon State College. Sciencp Education, Vol..
40, December 1.956, pp. 395-404.

This experiment was conducted at Cornell University in a
beginning ;sail- course (Agronomy 1) with an enrollment of 140.students.

Findings

"The .. . mean gains o btained on recall of specific informa-
tion . [were] alniost identical" for students in-the two groups.
This confirms Weismann's' and Darrell's° findings that the
problem-solving students "made as- great or greater gains in
learning facts and principles,' and that there was "no significant
difference" in factual recall e]'tween students, exposed to lectures' and problem-solying situations.

"In all the recognized steps of pr'oblem solving, the students
in the problem-solving groups were consistently higher than
those,iii the lecturq method recitations."

4. "A Graphics Course 'for Scie n ce Majors,"
Etgene Pare, Illinois Institute obkTechnOlOgy.
Journal of Engineering Education, Vol. 46, No.
9, May 1956, pp. 798 -801,

In a new "basic drawing course for 'students majoringin
chemistry, mathematics, and phys4cs . the student was intro-
duced to topics through the medium of problems.... About forty
per cent of the laboratory time was devOted to .. . problem
solving." Some problems were solved by the entire ,class as

ppart of a blackboard presentation. Others were separate problems
distributed according" tO student abilitiaI with the solutions dis-
cussed on completion. The student was*also "encouraged to

"'Some Factors Related to the Ability to Interpretipata in Biological Science0 Leah Lena
Weissman, Doctoral Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1946.

to The Lecture-Devonstiation versus the Problem-Solving Method of Teaching a College-
Science Course," Bernard J. Darrell. New York University. Science EduCation. Vol. 26, No. 3,
1942.

24
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18 EFFECTIVENESS IN TEACHING'

experiment 'with original patterns of his own" and more concern
was shown "with the student's ability to visualize than with his
drafting proficiency." rinally, "the student,is confrodtedwith an
original design project of his own.' ;

Findings'

"The course has been an interesting one.oye teach. Apparently
it has been equally stimulating to the student; after completing
the course, three of our current science majors transferred to
our teacher training program in drawing." -

The teaching methods employed "helped to cpnserve time and
improve presentation."

By recognizing individual differences in problem solving,
"the skill in-visualization of the slower student developed, and at
the same 'ime the more adept student was presented with more
challenging material."

5. "Thought Stimulation by Demonstration Experi-
Ments," Hosmer W..Stozie, University of Cali-
fornia. Journal of Chemical Education, Vol. 35,'
N'o. 7, July J958, pp..349-51.

41

The method used is that of asking questions and seeking the
answers by means of experiments.

Findings

"Both students and teaching assistants seemed to have
responded 'to the thought stimulation of the demonstration, and
perhaps some who hail been only enrollees belonging to class 1
('those who are content to 'memorize the material of the course
for the purpose of regurgitation during examinations') had. an
inkling of how the students of class 3 ("those who . . :use
original thought processes") were proceeding to .obtain an edu-
cation in chemistry.

' the technique of thought-provoking questions andexperi -
mental answers can be used to stimulate original thinking in a
chemistry class. Many students found pleasure in these questions
and experimental answers who would otherwise have been content, ,
with the minimum of thinking involved' in th; 'tried and true'
memory sysOin with which they entered the course;"

9

6, "'Case Studies' Increase Interest in Materials
Laboratory," P., F. Brandenburg, University of
W ich it a, Journal' of engineering Education,
Vol. 46, No. 7, 1956, pp. 563-64.

"The class was first divided into two groups, and problems
rather than _experiments "Were assigned to each group. Instead of

25
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reports, the students in group A were required to write a prodedure
to be followed by group Be The prqblems were composed in a
fashion tointerest the students in determining,why the test was
necessary and what results were needed to solve the problems
properly." Each problem was planned to familiarize the dtudent
with, a different phase of testing so the scope of the course would
not be changed and the student would get his it sic background
knowledge through individual problems.

Findings. .t \ i
The above plan. ha's 'been in operation for two years, and '

has been a source of satisfaction to all 'concerned. . . . The stu-
dents now ask questions that show interest and comprehension"
of test methods . . . Finally, the approach used here, . .. need
not be 'co nest' to testing, but can be used with equal "success in,
many Oth laboratory courses."'

"The Inductive-Deductie Method and the Physi-
cal Science Labora,tOry'," Arnold M. Lahti,
W es t e r n. Washington. College of Education.
Jburnal of Experimental Education, Vol. 24,
No. 3, March 1956, pp. 149-63.

z
_

At the University of.kfinnesota in tlasies umbering 338'and
395 students, Lahti experimented with four me ds to see which
was most effective"- in developing thestudent's a to use the
scientific methods These 'methods were

(a) The inductive - deductive or problem-solving method.
(b) The historical or research method; actually a modifica-

tion of Conantis-tase Study approach.
(c) The theme method sin Study One, the discussion method in

Study Two.
(d) Standard, descriptive 'or "cookbook" method.
The experimentation was done in the laboratory only, the '-

professor working with students individually or in small groups.
. . ..........

s. Findi:ngs ' 1

.... 1. . ..

The "observational data indicated that the mean scores of
the inductive-deductive= method were higher on all pars of all .
tests in Si:Judy-One. . . . On the Interptetation'of Data Test ... the
historical and standard methods were a close second . . :the
theme'..method iiiihtly lower. .`.. In the Design and Exper4nent
Test the mean sc,ores oftthe inductive - deducts} method appeared
to tte considerably. hither than . those of the ,other three

.) inethods. . .. On the Performande Test the &eats score of the
inductive-deductive -method was higher than the mean score of

26 .
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the standard method." The historical and theme Methods fa-
, lowed in this'order. ..

The same apparent pattern was noticeable in Study Two
with °Tie exception. The mean score of the discussion, method
on the Performance Test was considerably below the mean scores
of other Methods." .?,When this data was analyzed for "significance" the author's
conclusions were:

'tThe .educational conclusion is that the teaching methods
do differ significantly in their, effectiveness:Wdevel6ping in the

, student the ability to use the scientific method.
"the inductive-deductive niethod was .successful in develop-

ing ' problem-solving in s u e c t matter-centered
problems."'

ir
0

43. **Teaching for the Development of Thinking
Abilities and Habits," John W. Hollenbach, Hope
College, 1955.

Findings

teaching critical thinking requires:
o

(a) The mastery of the "art of asking questions, ".which art
is often reflected in the teacher's skill with "general
problem solving procedures."

(b) ,The mastery of the "art of 'discussionfor While effective
when used/ well, discussion often results only in the,
'pooling of prejudices,' or it is often a sparring of wits

-between the instructor and one very vocal student . . . dur-
ing which time little 'thinking' occurs among the other
students."

(c) Full faculty participation. Teaching critical thinking "can-
not be the work of any one course. .. . If every course
shared the- responsibility . the overall objective Might
be realized."

9. "An Explora,tion in the-'Teaching of Critical
'Thinking in General PsycholOgy," Edwin Lyle,
Greenville College, 1957.

Procedures "purported to be effective in stimulating thought"
were used in a course in general psychology.

Findingi

there was no "greater deg e of improvement in critical
thinking ability as reflected in "Test of Critical Thinking,
Form G,' in the experimental, section ,-art-compared with the
control section."

, 27
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Measurable achievetnent in this area is not likely to come
unless students are "taught for critical,thinking in all'of their
classes for (at least) one semester." It seems improbable that .

. ,
instruction in one three-hour course could be expected to produce .

a degree of improvement which would be reflected in "A Test of
\

Critical Thinking, Form G."
. .

.
10. An Experiment in Undergraduate' Thinking,'

Julius Seelye Bixler. AAUP Bulletin, VOL 43,
. ,, Ng. 2, June 1957, pp. 282-87.

An experimental course called "Problems in Creative Think-
ipg" as offered at Colby College for 15 students (not selected
because of special ability) by faculty =embers from the depart-
ments of bplogy, mathematics, history, art, and philosphy. The
faculty members attended most sessions but participated only to
the extent' of 'setting forth certain facts. The students had to

a create problems around these facts and solve them.

findings

The "freshness and ... experitilental quality caught the
student's interest."

Students "gained insight into their own intellectual habits
[they] were .. . introduced to the difficult p.rt pf asking the right
questions ... they won a sense of the importance of fact" and
learned to develop generalizations based on specific facts. Through
a conversational approach they saw "the social nature of thought."

11. "Some Variable s Functioning in Productivity and
Creativity," Calvin W. Taylor, The Second

4 (1957) University of Utah Research Conference
on the Identification of Creative S cientific Talent,
pp. 3-19.

The academic history of 239 scientists in a large research
center was examined.

Findings
. - .

"There is very little statistical evidence ... to show a.sig-
nificant positive relationship of und,irgraduate grades to success
as a redearch scientist." ''

"The Effect of Different Learning Methods
Concept Formation," Finlet Carpenter, Michi-
gan State University. Science Education, Vol. 4,
October 1956, pp. 282-85. .
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(2) Functional learnin,g-- 'identify[ing] common charac-
teristics I. .. to discover underlying principles that
differentiate classes. They observe., manipulate mate-
rials, and test hunches in order to formulate au
understanding of concepts."

EFFE
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s.

Two types of learning were examined:
(1) Rote memlorization--"verbaliz[ing] ... definitions

and . Memorizing discrete items." ,

Findings .
). (a) Fulictional learning of concepts, as defined [above] is

more .efficient than rote learning when measured by
retention and ability to verbalize meanings of learned
concepts.

(b) "Concepts that refer to Classes of material objects are
more thoroughly understood when the student has an
oppOrtunity to manilate and 'study ,the objects than
where only factual information is given by lectures.

(c) "Much . tl . fruitful research on teaching methods ... can
be, done without [necessarily taking into account] the
learner's personality, attitudes, aptitudes, habits in learn-
ing and the particular task under an instructor..."

iComplete specificity, as it is sometimes called, s not
necessary; .

Implications for Independent Study ,

The results of research on problem solving, critical thinking,
creativity and the like' are heartening fcir independent study.

Mad' of the projects in independent study programs are
problem-oriented. The author, with others, of the latest And most
comprehenSive review of independent study' states flatly that
problem- oriented study is "a basic method for the independent
student."? While more objective analysis of its worth may be

. needed, it is difficult to see how student inquiry, which is the
, essence of independent study, can be realized unless sqme

critical or scholarly method is employed; not only in the students'
projects but in their other learning experiences, be they formal
or informal. ,

The research examined 'on problem-oriented approaches
to teaching supports the thesis adVanced by the proponents of.
independent study. This support comes from a somewhat unex-
pected quarter, and what is more important, is based upon
findi gs which are the results of rather carefully controlled

tThe Independent Study Program in the Udited States. by Robert H. Honthius, et al. New York:
Columbia University Press.1957.

2 Letter from J. Garber Drushal. College of Wooster, to W. R. Hatch, August 26, 1959. p. 5.
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.
experiments. %he di;position to introduce courses, curricula
or practices designed to stimulate and accommodate independent
study, is based uponfeeling on the part of teachers, derived from
many years of teaching unsatisfactorily, so far as they are con-
cerned. To the extent they know their students' .minds they are
also of the opinion that student learning, and hence their 'teaching,
leaves something tole desired.

z.

40.
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V. DIRECTED VS. UNDIRECTED LEARNING

Hypothesis D: That "directed" learning is more effective than
"undirected" learning.

A good estimate of the research reported here is that:
"[In] the development of concepts, and in the related task

of 4guidance of students in problem-solving the teacher must
present clues . . . for the purpose of directing the students to the
successful discovery and application of essential discriminations
and relationships. While, in the past, there has been some dispute
as to the desirability of 'teacher-direction as contrasted with
student telf-direction, recent studies indicate . that both inthe
acquisition and transfer of concepti [and in] problem-solving .

teacher-direction is the most, effective procedure."'
The phrase "directed learning," as used above: does not

connote a kind of teaching in which the teacher develops his and
his ,students' inquiry in ways that challenge and encourage
students to think hard and long and to develop their own hypotheses
or explanations.

In the studies examined, and described on pages 24-26, fq.ur.
deal wits "directed" learning. The research ]including, in each

*rinstance, the conditions under which it was done and its findings)
used as -the basis for the hypothesis developed above, is as
folldws:,

1. "The Effect of Three Teaching Methods on
Achievement and Motivational Outcomes in a How-
to-Study Course," John D. Krumboltz and W. W.
Farqu,har, Michigan State University. Psycho-
logical Monographs, Vol. 71, No. 443, 1957,
pp. 1-46.

Three teaching methods were experimentally examined:
(a) Instructor-centeredmeaning one which emphasized in,

tellectual-4 interest and employed lectures and other
instructor- directed activities.

(61 Student-centeredmeaning,. one which took up student
problems and employed student committees and student-
led discussions.

1"Experimental Studies of the Teacher's Verbal Behavior in the Development of Concepts."

a statement of a research project prepared by Bernard R. Corman and John D. Krumboltz, Michi-

gan State University, December 1, 1958.

24
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(c) Eclectic meaning a combination' of the above but one
which employed instructor-led, discussions.

Findings °

"Students in t e eclectic section- were most highly moti-
vated ... the ins uctor-centered students were second; and the
stndent-centered students showed the least increase. These
method differences disappear when males 'only are analyzed,
indicating the major contribution of females to these differences."

. "When students are categorized on the basis of their original-
preference for tea.ching method, it is found that students whc
originally expressed a preference for a more cognitive-type
instruction incr,e,ased their self-ratings of study habits and
attitudes OSHA). Students who originally preferred a . .. student-
centered type of instruction tended to lower their self-ratings."

"No:significant motivational or achievement outcomes are
found in relation to ability level ... there is no tendency for
bright students to have any different outcomes under one teaching
methOd than another."

2. "The Effect of Varying Amounts and Kinds of
Information as Guidance in Problem-Solving,"
B. R. ,Corman, Michigan, State University.
Psychological Monographs., Vol. 71, No: 431,
1957, pp. 1 -Z1.

Findings

"For, students above average in mental ability, success in
's olving problems increased only .. . as the amount of informa-
tion given about method increased." is, .

"For students above and below, average in mental ability,
information about' the rule [principle) did not seem to affect
results differentially."

,"Information used in guidahce [in problem solving) must be
appropriate to the. task . ..some appropriate guidance is bene-
ficial . .. explicit instruction will prove most helpful -with the
more able students; less explicit -instruction May be just as
effe4tiye for the less able."

ip"

3. "Directed Versus Independent Discovery of Es-
tablished Relations,", R. C. Craig, Washington
State University. Journal of Educational Psycholz
ogy, Vol. 47,195,pp.223-54.Dr.Craig's present
address is Marquette University, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

Findings
"The group reCeiVing the greater direction .. .1-earned more

reations in each ok three trials."
ti

I
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4. "Systematic Observation of Instructor Behavior,"
Joseph E. Morsh, Development Report, AFPTRC-
TN-56-52, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas: Air
Force Personnel and Training Research Center,
May 1956.

one hundred and twentyjnstructors in the hydraulics branch
of the /Aircraft Mechanics Course were observed. "The three
criteria of instructor effectiveness used in the ... study were
student ratings, supervisor ratings, and student gains."

Findings

"The student-gains criterion Correlated significantly with
only one item of instructor behavior [verbal and non - verbal],
'instructor asks question, then designates student.'"

Implicatioliii for Independent Study

'This research`laffirms what is obviotis if the teacher is to
accept the opportunity -and the ,responsibility which are his. For
independent study the implications do not seem'to be so obvious,,
for in too many programs the teacher's role is almost casual.
Actually, independent study requires greater commitment on the
part of the teacher than do.traditiotial methods. He cannot remain
a bystander, a disembodied mouthpiece. His best.and most' sus-;
tained thinking is required, along with considerable ingenuity;
for his job is to involve students in the study of problems which
after much introspection appear very much worth the doing, and
require consid4rable effort. "Directed" does not mean "domi-
nated" but quite the reverse. The direction is that of the scholar
who encourages, by example, rigorous inquiry into important
matteirs. That independent study can dispense with the teacher or
thii kind of teaching is an illusion of those who liams had little
experience with independent study or. honors programs.

33
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VI. RESEARCH NEEDED ON THE'TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS
IN HIGHER EDUCATION; A SERIES OF WORKING HYPOTHESES

SINCE THE CONSENSUS in the newez research, as in older stu-
dies, is that the size of classes is not the critical factor in learn-
ing, the thing to do--considering the limited resources available
to, higher education for research--is to move quickly and vigor-
ously to an examination, of the ieritical factors.' As regards the
critical factors in teaching effgctiveness, namely, the quality of
the teaching and learning, the most promising working hypothesis
is:

That the methods of scholarship ("problem-oriented" or
"problem-solving" methods) increase the effectiveness of teach-
ing, particularly when the teacher accepts a teacher's respon-
sibility for directing learning, providing every opportunity and
inducement for the student to accept a larger responsibility for
his own edtication, and holding out always as his and their goal
the maximum ,achievement of which they are both capable, be
their ability (his and theirs) great or small, effectively engaged,
or only latent.- '

Some of the implications or subordinate hypotheses in the
above which might be examined are:_

(a) That graduate study has greit relevance to teaching
effectiveness.

(b) That in graduate study a .preoccupation with pedagogical
method .or research does not iniprove teaching effective-
nesi.

(c) That a distinction should not be made between a teaching-
and a research degree.

(d) That ceilings -should not be set on graduate study, a lower
one for prospective elementarty and secondary teachers'
and higher one,s for college teachers.

.(e) That too early a decision as to themystratum of a student's
eventual employment and hence of his degree, is not wise.

(f) That for maximum effectiveness teachers should not-be
assigned to lower or upper division or graduate instruc-
tion.

(g) That the involvement of the teacher in research (and a
distinction is made between research, and pedantry) has
real and salutary implications-for the improvement of
teaching effectiveness.

(h) That the director of learning be considered as an art'
, requiring appraisal by teacher and student of the effective-

. ness 'of the conditions of learning created in relation to
their commonly shared goals.
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28 EFFECTIVENESS IN TEACHING.

(i) That, in sum, to improve teaching one must improve:
A teacher's scholarship,
A teacher's competence to involve his students in scholarly

' activities suited to their levels of ability and experience,
A teacher's ability to stimulate, endow, %nd release the.

potentiality of each of his students. L

The estimate made in the first two paragraphs of this section_ _
should not be construed to mean that research on class size and
pedagogical method has not been productive. Actually, its find-
ings are more conclusive than most rarch on hig r educationIs%
and indicate Clearly,what it is that nowei.'ecis to beclo e, namely,
to determine through carefully designed research how best to
use "scholarly" methods to improve teaching and learning. These
methods, variously described as inquiry, research, case,Socratic
and problem methods are variously appioached. Some teachers
are attracted because these methods seem to be based on good
educational theory, some because they see practical advantages
in them. For others these are the methods most appropriate to
the scholar-teacher and good teaching. The informed layman and
the administrator have sometimes taken the initiative in introduc-

; ing these methods.
But the problem is largersthark method. ',Chas implications

for curricular and extracurricular arrangements and requires a,
re- examination of the objectives of students, of teachers, and
hence of institutions. Were higher education cleat; as to its ends
it would presumably be clearer as to the desirability of its means.
White, heretofore, the problem of purpose and performance has
been largely a matter of belitf, the newer research on student
achievement appears to have developed instruments- by which
some of the intangibles can be measured; and one can determine
whether his or the institution's purposes are in part Tieing real_r_
ized and in what degree.,

c Inte sting these hypotheses it is recommended: 4 ..

(a) That research on teaching effectiveness should be kione
in larger curricular and administrative contexts than has
been the case to date. . . .,

. .* (b) Where a faculty or institution can examine but one or two
hypothesei, its experimentation should be coordinated
with that done on other campuses and thwretically with
that done on all campuses. , .

(c) That since better instruments for measuring.the effec-'
tiveness of the ''leirning experience", and hence of teach-
ing, are becoming available, these be 9sed to evaluate
this experimentation. i

c
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Reactions

In order that the series NEW DI-#
MENSIONS IN HIGHER EDUCA'T'ION t
may6-, more accurately measure the de-
velopments examined and better aster
tain the disposition of colleges and
universities to experiment, reader re-
action is 'sought. To prompt such ,a
response, in this instance to Effectiveness
in Teaching, the following questions
are raised:

1. As a result of your experience (recent
or longstanding)

0
a. What is your estimate of the

direction research on teaching
effectiveness is taking?

. b. What is you'r reaction to .the
hypotheses advanced in this paper --

and particularly to the two posi-
live hypotheses regarding.inquiry
an directed learningL,

c. What new research - .should be
examined and what new hypoth-
eses should be explored?

2. What experiments' with teaching
effectiveness do you contemplate?

3. How canvve

Kindly address reactions to:'

Dr: Harold A. Haswell
Directbr
Higher Education Programs Branch
Office of Education ,

U.S. DepartniAt of Health, Edur 41*
cation, and Welfare

Washington 25; D.C. f
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